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Climate and Warfare

Dr. Van Valkenburg began his talk with a quotation from Sophocles, "We are like drops of water: all of us join together to form the sea."

He emphasized the importance of understanding the influence of weather upon warfare. He noted that the Greeks had come close to winning the Trojan War by building a fleet to sail into the Aegean Sea, but they ran aground in a storm. The contemporary example he cited was the 1940 Dunkirk evacuation, where the British fleet was able to evacuate troops and POWs from the beaches of France because the weather was clear and calm.

Dr. Van Valkenburg also discussed how climate can influence political decisions. For example, he mentioned that the decision to invade Ethiopia by the Italian army in 1935 was influenced by the climate. The rainy season in Somalia, where the invasion took place, was unfavorable for military operations, which led to the failure of the invasion.

In conclusion, Dr. Van Valkenburg stated that "Climate does not always work hand and hand with military strategy, but it definitely has an influence."

State College plans Kush-In

Randy Fuhre

Kush-In plans are underway at the college, with a focus on creating a cohesive and inclusive event for students. The plans include securing a location, organizing the logistics, and planning activities that will engage the student body.

The plan is to host a Kush-In on November 1, 2017, at the amphitheater. The event will feature a variety of activities, such as live music, games, and a relaxed atmosphere. The Kush-In is expected to attract a large crowd, and the college is preparing to accommodate the expected attendance.

BSC Bookstore Comes Alive

Mark Allen Leach

The BSC Bookstore is reviving its annual celebration of the arts, the Kush-In. The event, which takes place on November 1, 2017, at the amphitheater, is designed to bring the college community together for a night of entertainment, education, and community building.

The Kush-In is a staple of the college's cultural life, providing a platform for students to showcase their talents and connect with one another. This year's Kush-In promises to be an even more vibrant event, with a range of activities and performances that are sure to please. Whether you're a fan of music, art, or just looking for a fun night out, the Kush-In has something for everyone.

Chameleon Colors Vibrate Jazz

The Chameleon will bring its signature blend of soulful, smooth jazz to the college on October 26, 1967. The band, under the direction of Mark Allen Leach, will perform a setlist of classic and contemporary hits, including some of their own original compositions.

The Chameleon is a popular local jazz band, known for its soulful, smooth sound and the dynamic performance style of its lead singer, Emlyn Williams. The band has been a fixture of the local music scene for years, and their performances are always a highlight of any event.

The Chameleon Colors Vibrate Jazz event is not to be missed. Make sure to mark your calendars and plan to attend this incredible evening of music and entertainment.
EDITORIAL

Random Observations

Throughout the country, college students are being given the opportunity to work with faculty and administration on community service projects. The new emphasis on community service is beginning to be an important figure in many colleges and universities. At Bridgewater College, for example, students will now sit with local citizens and board members on the Selective Service Bulletin Board.

President Glenn Leggitt of Cornell College, after a careful and lengthy study during which students and faculty were consulted, has abolished the college's "hourly" system. In its place, the Teach-In has been replaced with a"categorical" system of college courses. The college, however, by the college or by an individual, is a matter of security with the women's residences without the necessity of the college's maintaining an arbitrary "hourly" system.

At the University of Iowa, members of the Student Assembly have been given the chance to work with some of the faculty and administration committees. Will they, however, be as successful as some of their fellow students across the country? Will the single student on a faculty committee really be able to make his voice heard? The change in the attendance office would seem to indicate that the students may well have a voice in the making of policy at Bridgewater. The thrill of being heard is one unless the student uses it and actively. Your representatives have the power to make themselves heard, make sure they use it.

For Auld Lang Syne

by Joe O'Sullivan

How much security is there in grasping a paper cup? Paper cups have no personality, no individuality, no form.

All of you who remember the Good Old Days of open-air baths and board and batten flaps are shaking their heads...the days when you could go to work and come home and find something to eat. The overcrowded wastebaskets today tell us the long psychological affects of the untrustable "snack" produced when a paper cup is not carefully placed on a table. You are tired of being frisked by snappy cup cards, if you want to. But if you like to be in the good old days, there's something you can do to it. You can cut out your local D.A.R., represent and tell him about it. What will he be.cssing or glassy paper? It's up to you.

News from SNAFU U.

D.L. (Dangerous John) McPherrin...our new one reporter at SNAFU U. has been through the cutthroat and interesting world of attritions. The powers be have brought you to your final battle to write:

1. The BOP checks from June 1956 are now holding interviews to select staff members for its new mission. The new office will be located in the Science Lecture Hall.

2. The bid for the contract to design and build the bridge across the Great Hill Chalet is now holding interviews to select staff members for its new mission. The new office will be located in the Science Lecture Hall.

3. The Massachusetts For Auld Lang Syne is now holding interviews to select staff members for its new mission. The new office will be located in the Science Lecture Hall.

4. The Atma Theater will provide many of us with a chance to experience a new type of drama while also serving as an outlet for potential playwrights. The theater ten years ago, that he had to sleep in the theater's wardroom.

The CAMPUS COMMENT was entirely a country skier with a knowledge of first aid and two rest station attendants. Needed are:

Nancy Cole's, "Gertrude Stein's Gertrude Steiri,raf provoke attack on the artist. Mysteriously, the theater burned down a few weeks later. Speaking in regards of Jordan Hall, there are three upcoming concerts in the Club of Concerts in that location.

The SNAFU U. staff intends to attend because we feel that the concert will provide excellent entertainment and will not be too long. The theater scene in Boston was enlivened by the presence of the Poet's Theater.

The Theater will provide many of us with a chance to experience a new type of drama while also serving as an outlet for potential playwrights. More news! A new coffee house has opened in Boston, located on Berkeley and Tremont.

The CAMPUS COMMENT would like to congratulate the Class of 1961 for their achievement. The students have been awarded a "Most Likely" by the Kelly Gymnasium. According to the club, this is the first time in many years a class has sponsored a socially successful dance in the Gym, and was an open success for the Class of 1961.
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A Southerner Speaks Out

On Monday night October 30th at 6:45 P.M. in the reception room of Pope Hall, Rev. Will D. Campbell will be speaking on the theme of "Southern gentleman, based on his wide experience with Southern College students of Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi and Louisiana. Rev. Campbell was pastor of the First United Church in Taylor, Louisiana, for many years. He is a noted follower of the Southern Fried of Spirituals and Religious Life at The University of Mississippi from 1956-1966. Presently, while living in Washington, D.C. on his vacation, he is Executive Director of the Committee of Southern College students which position he has held since 1962.

Rev. Campbell is a stimulating speaker who prompt discussion and questions. He has written articles in twenty religious and professional journals.

Veterans, Organize

Bob Flynn has announced that group of veterans are being made for a veteran's organization on campus. The group is interested in the charter and the final ramifications of establishing a veteran's club.

Although it ran for only eight years, its role was significant. Founded in 1950 by Mrs. Mark DeWolfe Howe, the theater was housed in the basement of the old Brattleboro Free Public Library, and its original board of directors included many of the leading figures of the Boston theater scene.

Something Special

For those of you whose interests range beyond the confines of S.N.U.'s campus, I would like to suggest that you reserve Wednesday evening November 1st, 1967. Dr. Agrippina MacNeil, professor of geography at S.N.U., will be giving a lecture on "THE RUSSIAN LANDSCAPE AS VIEWED BY AN AMERICAN GEOGRAPHER." Dr. MacNeil recently returned from a trip through Russia, and will have a library of many colorful slides that Dr. MacNeil has succeeded in capturing a part of Russia and Russian life that is seldom seen by western eyes.

If you would like to spend an evening which promises to be both interesting and enjoyable, be in the Science Lecture Hall at 7:30 on November 1. DON'T MISS IT.

by Joe O'Sullivan

BRIDGEWATER SAVINGS BANK
Two Convenient Offices

Bridgewater, West Bridgewater
SOUND OFF

An Urgent Decision

Douglas Seebe

Change is an integral part of our social system. It is the change in industry, education and communication that is currently allowing the tapping of the society. It is within the realm of the possible to see our society change in only one year. New ideas will be born and new knowledge will be gained. The changes that will occur will change the way we see the world.

Spanish Entertainers tour USA

South Shore theater giants will have an opportunity to see one of Spain's most famous dance and song - and dance companies when they join the 100-seat show in the 104-seat Red Lion in the Shore Theater on November 4, 1967 at 8:15 p.m. in the second offering in the Celebrity Series at the Bridgewater State College.

The handsome young company of Spanish dancers, singers, and instrumentalists came together in 1962. The group, which played the opening night at the U.S. State Department in Madrid, has been touring the world ever since.

The handsome young group of Spanish dances, singers and instrumentalists consists of songs and dances from all of the Spanish provinces. From the great Spanish operas and ballets, from the Spanish great composers, there are even some works by non-Spanish composers, such as Devi and Stravinsky. The group was organized in Madrid by Spain's most famous directors and are comprised of 10,000,000.

Spanish Entertainers will be presented here under the auspices of the Bridgewater State College. The show will be labeled) in the front row, and be excused from student teaching. The show's greatest merit is, however, the concentration on important questions such as: What is being done to keep pace with the needs of man's changing society? How can we keep pace with the needs of society? How can we keep pace with society? How can we avoid the mistakes of the past? How can we avoid the mistakes of the future? How can we avoid the mistakes of the present? How can we avoid the mistakes of the past?

Religious values are ingrained into children from birth. They are ingrained into people from birth. They are ingrained into society from birth. They are ingrained into the community from birth. They are ingrained into the nation from birth. They are ingrained into the world from birth.
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Bears Maul Curry 27-6 by Burl Betsy

Bridgewater State posted its record to 2-1 and won last Saturday, October 7, by rolling over Curry College in a stunning 27-6 victory. Paul Stella and William Verseckes both scored as over-powering attack, while BSC’s defense frustrated Curry’s offense.

Curry really didn’t have that much trouble moving the ball as long as they stayed on the same side of the field. However, they couldn’t cross into Bridgewater territory, and they usually didn’t stay very long. When their running game bogged down they attempted to go to the air, and that wasn’t too successful. In 16 attempts they had but 2 completions in 12 attempts. In its efforts to deceive the defense, Curry was more than that out the Bears jumped on a fumble and picked up 2 first downs, one of them coming on Curry’s 1 yard return.

When the defensive unit came on it was near perfection. During one TD drive Stella hit 4 straight passes culminating with a 20 yard strike from Stella to Matheson and a 20 yard jaunt by Paul Stella.

Fumbles Lost 1 1 First Downs 8 7
Punting 5-22 5-30
Passed by Da’t 2 2
Penalties 5-33 5-30
Total Yards 309 187
Interceptions by 2 1
Punts 5-33 5-30
Scoring BSC 7 0 14 4 27 0 0 0 0
Curry 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Chameleon Host Hipsies

by Yvonne Tarrall

On Friday night October 6 the Chameleon opened to a capacity crowd who wanted to know what the hippie movement is all about from Tobey and Colleen Carey, a sincere young couple who live it.

Tobey began by asking those who would like to participate in a light interview through which we were supposed to gain a deeper awareness of the energy within our bodies and with our universe. After this quieting exercises we sat down and opened the session. "Hippy is dead," said Colleen. She followed with ideas treasured to her opening sentence. Tobey and Al Carey, her brother, added some observations of their own, and we never found out what really meant. In fact, the communication wave between the hippies and our audience seemed to be freixed in the wrong ways, because of the vague notions of the hippies’ ideas and their expectations in presenting them. However, we did gain some expression of the hobby and potentialities of their philosophy.

This search for peace, this will be accomplished if each chooses a life pattern which avoids large frustrations in the economic and political climates of the world. Each person should pursue the political, friends, and dress which will make him happy.

Each man must try to realize what he is and try if possible to do it. Only that which is sincere will be done. Furthermore, if each chooses a life pattern which avoids large frustrations in the economic and political climates of the world. Each person should pursue the political, friends, and dress which will make him happy.
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Intramural Flag Football

The fall segment of intramural football is about to enter its fourth week of competition, Coach Macelarso and Wizard Director Dan Cagan and Larry Hunt have worked very hard to make the intramural program successful. Every Thursday, Wednesday, Tuesday, Monday and Friday at 6:30 p.m. on the lawn in the Student Union you can observe the games in action. The league is well balanced and there are no favorites. There appear to be the team to beat. Roundup, a team from the league will play Great Hill Dorm, South, Dragons and Deerfield Dorm. Intramural games have been set for October 31, November 1 and the top three teams playing. For an afternoon consider a game drawed and watched by the game, by Ben Gilligun.

Students and Faculty Contained from Page 8, Column 5

When the offensive unit came on it was near perfection. During one TD drive Stella hit 4 straight passes culminating with a 20 yard strike from Stella to Matheson and a 20 yard jaunt by Paul Stella.

Bears Run Record to 3-2 by Bruce Nelson

Following a loss to a powerful Barrington College, the Bridgewater hardwoods had consecutive victories over Fitchburg State and Nichols College.

On Wednesday, October 4, the Bears hosted and were surprised by a young, strong Barrington squad. BSC managed to split the first 10 places with Barrington, but after the Student Skaters had captured the first three spots there was little doubt as to the winner. On the plus side for Bridge­water was the appearance of first year freshman, Bruce Kell, who had the first BSC pass to finish, Kelly was followed by Millikan and Dave Layton who turned in another fine performance. When the pots were totaled, Bridgewater came out on the wrong end of a 21-34 score.

Three days later the Bears traveled to Fitchburg to inaugurate their sister college’s first venture with a cross country team. Fitchburg pro­vided a good test as a team that year as that was the only team here. The team was then led by Coach Kell, Who finished third in line for BSC men were.

Tobey began by asking those who would like to participate in a light interview through which we were supposed to gain a deeper awareness of the energy within our bodies and with our universe. After this quieting exercises we sat down and opened the session. "Hippy is dead," said Colleen. She followed with ideas treasured to her opening sentence. Tobey and Al Carey, his brother, added some observations of their own, and we never found out what really meant. In fact, the communication wave between the hippies and our audience seemed to be freixed in the wrong ways, because of the vague notions of the hippies’ ideas and their expectations in presenting them. However, we did gain some expression of the hobby and potentialities of their philosophy.

This search for peace, this will be accomplished if each chooses a life pattern which avoids large frustrations in the economic and political climates of the world. Each person should pursue the political, friends, and dress which will make him happy.

Each man must try to realize what he is and try if possible to do it. Only that which is sincere will be done. Furthermore, if each chooses a life pattern which avoids large frustrations in the economic and political climates of the world. Each person should pursue the political, friends, and dress which will make him happy.
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